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ABSTRACT 
 
Orbital anomalies observed in the geostationary region are suspected to originate in breakups.  This granted 
study aims to identify these orbital anomalies as breakup events by actual ground-based optical surveys and 
origin identifications of uncorrelated targets.  The past granted study proposed an effective search strategy 
applicable for breakup fragments in the geostationary region.  This strategy predicts the population and the 
motion of fragmentation debris from a specific breakup event by using orbital debris modeling techniques.  
This paper explains the proposed strategy and reports the actual observations applying the strategy.  The 
observations were performed at Bisei Spaceguard Center, Okayama prefecture, Japan.  Two breakup events are 
selected as targets for observation campaigns.  Both are US Titan 3C Transtages.  One is 1968-081E exploded 
in February 1992, and the other is 1967-066G experienced an abrupt orbital change in February 1994.  As a 
result of the observation of 1968-081E, thirty-one uncorrelated targets were detected and the orbits of seven 
objects were successfully determined.  The origin identification of the seven objects was conducted with the 
determined orbits, and one object is associated with 1968-081E.  Moreover, two objects are associated with 
unconfirmed breakups of the US Titan 3C Transtages of 1973-040B and 1975-118C.  The orbits of the two 
uncorrelated objects and the motions well matched with the predicted populations and motions of the parent 
objects.  As a result of the observations targeting 1967-066G, five uncorrelated objects were detected, and the 
orbits of two objects were well estimated.  However, both objects are not associated with the target or the other 
candidates.   
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
On 4th June 2014, the breakup of an old rocket body, the US Titan 3C Transtage (International Designator: 
1969-013B) was observed in the geostationary region (here defined as orbits with mean motion between 0.9 and 
1.1 revolutions per day, eccentricity smaller than 0.2 and inclination below 30 degrees) (Ref. [1]).  In addition 
to this breakup, two breakups have been confirmed in this region (Ref. [2]).  One is the Russian Ekran 2 
(International Designator: 1977-092A) breakup on 23rd June 1978.  This was the first known fragmentation in 
the geostationary region.  Another is the US Titan IIIC Transtage (International Designator: 1968-081E) 
breakup on 21st February 1992.  Moreover, European Space Agency (ESA) has concluded that ten additional 
events listed in Table 1 should be taken into account to describe the present space debris environment in the 
geostationary region (Ref. [3-5]).  Observations performed by ESA using larger aperture telescopes detected 
enormous number of uncorrelated debris and indicate that these objects may have originated from these 
energetic explosions.  In addition, some scientists have found evidence for historical satellite fragmentations in 
the geostationary region (Ref. [6-8]).   
 

Table 1.  The breakup objects in the GEO region 
International Designator Object name [object type] Breakup epoch [yyddd.dddd] 

1977-092A Ekran 2 [spacecraft] 78174.0000 
1973-040B US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 81067.2007 
1979-087A Ekran 4 [spacecraft] 82157.7550 
1979-053C US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 82309.0000 
1975-118C US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 87072.6430 
1966-053J US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 87276.6882 
1968-081E US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 92053.3745 
1967-066G US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 94045.4161 
1975-117A SATCOM 1 [spacecraft] 99257.6799 
1988-018B TELECOM 1C [spacecraft] 02263.0000 
1969-013B US Titan3C Transtage [rocket body] 14155.1097 

AE-02 [N/A] 98180.0000 
AE-03 [N/A] 92280.0000 

 
It has been revealed in [6] that four very old Titan IIIC Transtages (1966-053J, 1967-066G, 1973-100D, 
1978-113D) have experienced abrupt orbital changes for unknown reasons.  It also has been revealed in [6] 
that no debris clouds have been yet associated with these Transtages.  On the other hand, six old Titan IIIC 
Transtages (1966-053J, 1967-066G, 1968-081E, 1973-040B, 1975-118C, 1979-053C) have been listed in [5] as 
those have released fragments, including a known breakup event of 1968-081E.  To describe the present space 
debris environment in the geostationary region the ESA MASTER-2009 includes the six Transtages listed in [5] 
as those have released fragments.   
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The three Transtages of 1973-040B, 1975-118C, and 1979-053C have not been listed in [6] as those have 
experienced abrupt orbital changes, even though these Transtages have been listed in [5] as those have released 
fragments.  In contrary, the two Transtages of 1973-100D and 1978-113D have not been listed in [5] as those 
have released fragments, even though these Transtages have been listed in [6] as those have experienced abrupt 
orbital changes.  Therefore, this granted study aims to confirm which of Transtages have actually released 
fragments.   
 
This granted study has proposed an effective search and origin identification strategy applicable for the optical 
survey of breakup debris.  In the proposed strategy, the population and the motion of the fragmentation debris 
generated from a specific breakup event can be predicted by orbital debris modeling techniques.  The orbital 
debris modeling techniques describe debris generation and orbit propagation.  The NASA standard breakup 
model [9] is used for debris generation, whereas the orbit propagation is based on an original orbit propagator 
developed for this granted study [10].   
 
First, this granted study performed the search observation of uncorrelated objects from a confirmed breakup 
event and origin identification of detected objects.  The observation was conducted by 1-m aperture telescope 
at Bisei Spaceguard Center (BSGC), Okayama Prefecture, Japan.  BSGC adopts the Time Delay Integration 
(TDI) method as the imaging method of the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) sensor.  We applied the proposed 
search strategy to the TDI method and build the observation planning customized to BSGC (see Appendix A).  
The target of this observation was the US Titan 3C Transtage of 1968-081E.  The observation campaign was 
performed for two months.  As the result of this observation, thirty-one uncorrelated objects were detected and 
the orbits of seven objects were determined.  We also conducted the origin identifications of the seven objects 
by using the orbits, and one object was associated with 1968-081E.  Moreover, two objects were correlated 
with other unconfirmed breakups 1973-040B and 1975-118C, which these objects are listed in [5] as the 
suspicious fragmentations.  Therefore, the usefulness of the proposed debris modeling techniques was 
validated.   
 
Second, this granted study conducted the search observation of uncorrelated fragments released from the 
unconfirmed breakup 1967-066G, that the abrupt orbital change was observed on February 1994.  As the result 
of this observation, five uncorrelated objects were detected, and the orbits of two objects were successfully 
determined.  However, no objects were associated with the target breakup event.  Note that this object was 
also selected as the observation target in the past granted study, but any uncorrelated objects were not associated 
with the target.   
 
 

2.  STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
 
2.1.  Orbital debris modeling techniques 
 
The orbital debris modeling techniques describe the debris generation and the orbital propagation.  The 
population and the motion of the target fragments at an observation epoch can be predicted by the techniques.  
The physical properties of the fragmentation debris generated by a breakup are given by the debris generation, 
whereas the behavior of the space object is described by the orbit propagation.  Therefore, the population and 
the motion can be predicted as mentioned in [11].  The NASA Standard Breakup Model [9] and an original 
orbital propagator developed for this granted study [10] are used for the debris generation and the orbit 
propagation, respectively.  The observation point is determined based on the population prediction.  Figure 1 
demonstrates the population prediction of 1968-081E fragments on 3rd March 2014.  Two peaks can be seen at 
Point A (358.5, 4.5) [deg.] and Point B (178.5, -4.5) [deg.] in Figure 1.  One can specify an observation point 
by estimating the elevations of each point.  Figure 2 represents the predicted motion of the fragments at Point 
B, which the observatory and the tracking mode of the telescope were defined as BSGC and the sidereal 
tracking, respectively.  In this case, the most likely motion is (-15.3, 1.8) [arc-sec/sec].   
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Figure 1.  Predicted population of 1968-081E fragments on 3rd March 2014 

 

 
Figure 2.  Predicted motion of 1968-081E fragments at Point B (Observatory: BSGC, Tracking mode: sidereal 

tracking) 
 
2.2.  Effective search strategy for breakup fragments 
 
Figure 3 represents the effective search and origin identification strategy applicable for breakup fragments.  
This strategy consists of three steps, “Planning”, “Observation”, and “Verification”.  In the first step 
“Planning”, the target breakup event is selected from thirteen parent objects listed in Table 1, and the 
fragmentation debris from the target breakup are characterized for the survey observation by the orbital debris 
modeling techniques.  The orbital debris modeling techniques predict the population and the motion of the 
target breakup fragments, and when, where, and how one should survey is provided as an observation plan.  In 
the second step “Observation”, the survey observation is performed based on the observation plan.  The high 
accuracy orbit needs to be acquired in this step for the long-term propagation from the detection epoch to the 
breakup epoch in the next step “Verification”.  Finally, the origin of the uncorrelated object is identified in the 
third step “Verification”.  The orbit is propagated backward until the date and time each breakup is supposed to 
take place, and the features of the orbit are compared with each other.  The motion of the object obtained in the 
survey observation is also available for the origin identification by being compared with the predicted motion.  
The origin of the detected object can be referred for verification of unconfirmed breakup events and the next 
target determination.   
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Figure 3.  The effective search and origin identification strategy applicable for the breakup fragments 

 
 

3.  THE OBSERVATION CAMPAIGN OF 1968-081E FRAGMENTS 
 
3.1.  Observation overview 
 
In the past granted study, the search observation of uncorrelated objects was conducted at JAXA Nyukasa 
Observatory (JNO), Nagano Prefecture, Japan, whereas this granted study performed the observation at Bisei 
Spaceguard Center (BSGC).  BSGC adopts the Time Delay Integration (TDI) method as the imaging method 
of the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) sensor.  We applied the proposed strategy to the TDI method in this 
observation (see Appendix A).  The target breakup event of this observation was the US Titan 3C Transtage of 
1968-081E.  Table 2 summarizes the overview of this observation including the technical information of the 
observatory.  One-month observation campaign had been performed twice, and an observation plan had been 
built once a week.  Note that the survey observations had actually conducted for sixteen nights because of the 
condition of the weather, the age of the moon, or the schedule of the follow-up observations.  The aperture of 
the telescope was 1m.  The total sky coverage of the image area of the system was around 1.21 degrees by 2.47 
degrees, and its pixel scale was 1.06 arc seconds.   
 

Table 2.  The overview of the observation at BSGC [12] 
Target breakup event US Titan 3C Transtage (International Designator: 1968-081E) 

Observation period 10th November 2013 – 30th November 2013 (survey: 7 nights) 
20th February 2014 – 20th March 2014 (survey: 9 nights) 

Observatory Bisei Spaceguard Center, Okayama prefecture, Japan 
(133.32’40” E, 34.40’21” N, 463 m altitude) 

Telescope aperture: 1-m, final focal ratio: f/3, set on a fork-type equatorial mount 

CCD sensor four 2k by 4k fully-depleted back illuminated CCDs, 
total field-of-view: 1.2 by 2.5 [deg], 1.06 [arc-sec/pixel] 

 
Table 3 informs the result of the survey observations.  As the result of the sixteen nights survey observations, 
thirty-one uncorrelated objects were detected.  Moreover, the orbits of seven objects were successfully 
determined by the follow-up observations, which were described in red in Table 3.   
  

Select the target breakup events 

The Population and the Motion Prediction 

Detect UCTs and get the orbits 

Compare the UCTs with 13 parents 
Optical survey of UCTs 

Planning 

Observation 
Verification 

Observation Plan 
(when, where, how) 

Orbits and Motions of UCTs 

Origins of  
Detected UCTs 

Target Object, Predicted  
Population and Motion 

Verify the unconfirmed breakup 

Observation planning 

13 parent objects 

UCTs: Uncorrelated Targets�
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Table 3.  The results of the survey observations 

Date Observation point  Detected object label [yymmdd] R.A. [deg] Dec. [deg] Radius [km] 
131110 358.5 4.5 41900.0 x15264 
131111 358.5 4.5 41900.0 x15267, x15268 
131112 358.5 4.5 41900.0 - 
131113 358.5 4.5 41900.0 - 
131125 357.5 4.5 41900.0 - 
131126 357.5 4.5 41900.0 x15292, x15293, x15294, x15295 
131128 357.5 4.5 41900.0 x15298, x15299, x15300 
140220 177.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15403 
140221 177.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15406, x15407 

140223 177.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15411, x15412, x15413, x15414, x15415, 
x15416, x15417, x15418 

140224 177.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15419 
140303 178.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15423, x15424, x15425, x15426, x15427 
140306 178.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15429, x15430 
140307 178.5 -5.5 41700.0 - 
140310 178.5 -5.5 41700.0 x15437, x15438 
140311 178.5 -5.5 41700.0 - 

 
3.2.  Origin identification 
 
The origin identifications of the seven objects were conducted with the determined orbits.  In this analysis, the 
orbits of the seven objects were propagated backward until the breakup epochs of the all candidates listed in 
Table 1 except 1969-013B and compared with each parent in terms of the following points:  
 
! Inclination vectors !× cos Ω , !× sin Ω  
! Pinch point 
! Geocentric distance at the pinch point 
 
Table 4 summarizes the results of the origin identifications.  One object labeled x15300 was correlated with the 
target 1968-081E.  Figures 4 – 6 represent the results of each analysis of x15300.  The features of the orbit of 
x15300 well matched with the 1968-081E.  In addition to that, two objects labeled x15429 and x15430 were 
associated with 1974-040B and 1979-118C, respectively.  Figures 7 – 9 and Figures 10 – 12 represent the 
result.  Both breakup events are listed in [5] as the unconfirmed breakups of US Titan 3C Transtages.   
 

Table 4.  The result of origin identification of the seven detected objects 
Object name Parent object Inclination vector Pinch point Geocentric distance 

x15264 1967-066G Fair Good Poor 
x15267 - - - - 
x15300 1968-081E Good Good Good 
x15426 1967-066G Fair Good Poor 
x15429 1973-040B Good Good Good 

x15430 1975-118C Good Good Good 
1973-040B Fair Good Fair 

x15438 
1977-092A Good Good Poor 
1975-118C Fair Good Fair 
1968-081E Fair Good Fair 
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Figure 4.  The inclination vectors (i cos Ω , i sin Ω) of 1968-081E and x15300 at the breakup epoch of 

1968-081E 
 

 
Figure 5.  The pinch point of 1968-081E and the intersection of the orbits of 1968-081E and x15300  

 

 
Figure 6.  The radii of 1968-081E and x15300 at the pinch point 
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Figure 7.  The inclination vectors (i cos Ω , i sin Ω) of 1973-040B and x15429 at the breakup epoch of 

1973-040B 
 

 
Figure 8.  The pinch point of 1973-040B and the intersection of the orbits of 1973-040B and x15429 
 

 
Figure 9.  The radii of 1973-040B and x15429 at the pinch point 
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Figure 10.  The inclination vectors (i cos Ω , i sin Ω) of 1975-118C and x15430 at the breakup epoch of 

1975-118C 
 

 
Figure 11.  The pinch point of 1975-118C and the intersection of the orbits of 1968-081E and x15430 
 

 
Figure 12.  The radii of 1975-118C and x15430 at the pinch point 
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3.3.  Population and motion analysis of x15300, x15429, and x15430 
 
Figures 13-15 are the comparisons between the predictions and the measured values of x15300, x15429, and 
x15430.  The trajectories in red and the asterisks in blue represent the orbits and the motions of these objects, 
respectively.  The orbit of x15300 goes through the high possibility region of the predicted population, and the 
orbits of x15429 and x15430 well matched with the predictions.  Also, the motion of x15429 and x15430 
matched with each parent objects.  The motion of x15300 was a little far from the most likely motion.  As 
demonstrated in Appendix C, the feature of the motion does not always match with the predicted motion even if 
the features of the orbit well match with the parent object.  We can conclude that the proposed strategy works 
well in the case of the survey of the uncorrelated fragments generated by unconfirmed breakup.   

 
Figure 13.  Predicted population of 1968-081E fragments and the orbit of x15300 (left), the predicted motion 

and the measured motion (right) 
 

 
Figure 14.  Predicted population of 1973-040B fragments and the orbit of x15429 (left), the predicted motion 

and the measured motion (right) 
 

 
Figure 15.  Predicted population of 1975-118C fragments and the orbit of x15430 (left), the predicted motion 

and the measured motion (right) 
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4. THE OBSERVATION CAMPAIGN OF 1967-066G FRAGMENTS 
 
This granted study also conducted the survey of the uncorrelated objects generated by the unconfirmed breakup 
of the US Titan 3C Transtage of 1967-066G.  The past granted study also performed the survey of unknown 
fragments from this event at JNO.  However, any uncorrelated objects were not associated with the event.  
Table 5 informs the overview of this observation.  The observatory and the equipment were same with the 
observation of the 1968-081E fragments.  Table 6 summarizes the result of this observation campaign.  The 
survey observations were performed for four nights, and five unknown objects were detected.  Moreover, the 
orbits of two objects were successfully determined by the follow-up observations, which described in red in 
Table 6.   
 

Table 5.  The overview of the observation at BSGC 
Target breakup event US Titan 3C Transtage (International Designator: 1967-066G) 

Observation period 20th April 2014 – 26th April 2014 (survey: 2 nights) 
25th May 2014 – 3rd June 2014 (survey: 1 night) 

Observatory Bisei Spaceguard Center, Okayama prefecture, Japan 
(133.32’40” E, 34.40’21” N, 463 m altitude) 

Telescope aperture: 1-m, final focal ratio: f/3, set on a fork-type equatorial mount 

CCD sensor four 2k by 4k fully-depleted back illuminated CCDs, 
total field-of-view: 1.2 by 2.5 [deg], 1.06 [arcseconds/pixel] 

 
Table 6.  The result of the four nights survey observations 

Date Observation point  Detected object name [yymmdd] R.A. [deg] Dec. [deg] Radius [km] 
140422 169.5 -5.5 40000.0 - 
140423 169.5 -5.5 40000.0 x15496, x15497, x15498, x15499 
140424 169.5 -5.5 40000.0 - 
140529 195.5 -7.5 40000.0 x15534 

 
As the observation of 1968-081E fragments, the origin identification of x15499 and x15534 were performed.  
However, both objects were not associated with any candidates listed in Table 1.  The effectiveness of the 
proposed strategy for the survey of the uncorrelated fragments generated by unconfirmed breakup was verified 
in the 1968-081E observation campaign.  In addition, taking the results of the observation of the past granted 
study, we concluded about the orbital anomaly of 1967-066G as follows: 
1. There is little possibility to experience a catastrophic explosion.  
2. This breakup was quite small so as to release few fragments.   
3. The orbital anomaly may be caused by fuel discharge not to release any fragments.   
 
 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

 
This granted study applied the proposed strategy to the survey of fragmentation debris from unconfirmed 
breakups and successfully discovered the uncorrelated targets, being associated with the unconfirmed breakups 
of the US Titan 3C Transtages of 1973-040B and 1975-118C.  This outcome has validated our search strategy 
for unconfirmed breakup fragments and is an evidence of these unconfirmed breakups.  On the other hand, it is 
concluded that 1967-066G may not fragment totally.   
As discussed in Appendix B, revisiting the observation for the previous granted study has revealed that one 
object is associated with the unconfirmed breakup of Russian Ekran 4.  Besides the survey of the Transtages, 
the other breakup objects also need to be researched to elucidate the debris environment in the geostationary 
region.   
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APPENDIX A.  Time Delay Integration (TDI) method 
 
This section explains the Time Delay Integration (TDI) method and the application of the orbital debris 
modeling techniques to the TDI method.  Figure A.1 schematically explains how the TDI method detects a 
moving faint object.  This method detects a moving faint object by adjusting the rate of charge transfer in the 
X’-direction (hereinafter, “the TDI scan speed”) to the motion vector of the object.  The arrows in blue and 
magenta in Figure A.1 represent the TDI scan speed and the motion vector of orbital object, respectively.  The 
squares in cyan and magenta are the cells on CCD sensor that receive the light of the object and a star at the 
moment.  If the TDI scan speed well matches with the motion vector, the object is imaged as a dot by being 
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transferred and accumulated the light.  In the case of BSGC, the object at 25-40 cm size in GEO can be 
detected with a 30-seconds exposure [12].  On the other hand, the cell that receives the light of stars is fixed 
because of sidereal tracking of the telescope.  Thus, stars are imaged as strings.  Figure A.2 explains an 
imaging sequence of survey observation.  One alignment shot and five images are captured in the image 
sequence.  The stars are fixed on the same position through the image sequence, so that the positions of the 
detected object in each image can be estimated by only one alignment shot in this method.   
 

 
Figure A.1.  The detection mechanism of moving faint object by the Time Delay Integration method 

 

 
Figure A.2.  The imaging sequence 

 
The motion prediction is available for the TDI scan speed determination.  Figure A.3 explains how the 
predicted motion in Figure A.2 can be applied to the TDI method.  The CCD sensor needs to be rotated to 
match the direction of the TDI scan speed vector with the motion vector of the object.  X-Y, X’-Y’, and 
R.A.-Dec. represent the Image Coordinate before rotating the CCD sensor, after rotation, and the Geocentric 
Inertial Coordinate, respectively.  In this case, the CCD rotation angle is -6.7 [deg] (+: clockwise), and the TDI 
scan speed is 15.4[arcsec/sec].   
 

 
Figure A.3.  The TDI scan speed and the CCD rotation angle determination by the predicted motion 
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APPENDIX B.  Reanalysis of the observation in February 2013 
 
Observation overview 
As the previous granted study reported, search surveys of the possible 1967-066G fragments were conducted 
from 8 February 2013 to 13 February 2013 at the JAXA Nyukasa Observatory in Nagano Prefecture.  Three 
UCTs, labeled JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046, respectively, were successfully followed up to determine 
their orbits precisely.  Table 1 summarizes the overview of the observations in February 2013.   
 

Table B.1.  The overview of the observation conducted at JNO 
Target breakup event US Titan 3C Transtage (International Designator: 1967-066G) 
Observation date 8th, 9th, 13th Feb. 2013 (3 nights) 

Observatory JAXA Nyukasa Observatory, Nagano prefecture, Japan 
(138º10’18” E, 35º54’05” N, 1870 m altitude) 

Telescope 35-cm aperture, 1248 mm focal length, set on a fork-type equatorial mount 
CCD sensor 2048 by 2048 pixel, 1.41 by 1.41 deg., 2.2 arc-seconds/pixel 

 
Reanalysis of origin identification 
The previous granted study has proposed the use of inclination vectors ! cosΩ , ! sinΩ  to identify the right 
origins of UCTs.  The comparison in inclination vector between the UCTs and 1967-066G at 05:09:09 GMT 
on 1 February 1994 indicated that JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 could be associated with 1967-066G.  However, 
JAXA-d0044 still had a chance to be associated with 1967-066G if JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 could not be 
associated with 1967-066G.  Finally, the closest positions of JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046 with 
1967-066G were calculated using their orbits at 05:09:09 GMT on 1 February 1994.  The resulting closest 
positions of JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046 with 1967-066G were 1934.7 km, 1455.2 km, and 2046.6 km, 
respectively.  It can be concluded, therefore, that JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046 could not be associated 
with 1967-066G.   
 
The reason why we revisited the observation in February 2013 is to identify the right targets to be observed 
from Table 1.  Therefore, this granted study applies a probabilistic origin identification to identify a possible 
origin of the three UCTs labeled JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046, respectively.  For the effectiveness of 
origin identification, possible origins were selected from Table 1 by applying a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) 
algorithm to motion feature of the three UCTs.  Figure B.1 schematically represents the association using the 
k-NN algorithm.  As summarized in Table B.2, JAXA-d0044 was related with two objects of 1977-092A and 
1973-040B.  JAXA-d0045 and JAXA-d0046 were related with 1975-118C and 1979-087A, respectively.   
 

 
Figure B.1: k-NN algorithm 
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Table B.2: The results of the k-NN analysis of JAXA-d0044, JAXA-d0045, and JAXA-d0046 

Object name Detection Points Parent object # of votes 
1st night 2nd night 

JAXA-d0044 Point A 1977-092A 5 7 
1973-040B 5 3 

JAXA-d0045 Point B 
1979-087A 1 3 
1979-053C 1 0 
1975-118C 8 7 

JAXA-d0046 Point B 1977-092A 1 0 
1979-087A 9 10 

 
 
To deterministically confirm the relations in Table B.2 we utilized inclination vector and pinch point analyses.  
As summarized in Table B.3, JAXA-d0046 was associated with 1979-087A.  On the other hand, JAXA-d0044 
and JAXA-d0045 were not associated with any candidates in Table 1.  Figures B.2 and B.3 represent the 
inclination vector and pinch point analyses of JAXA-d0046 and 1979-087A, respectively.  It may be 
emphasized that the closest position between JAXA-d0046 and 1979-087A was only 16.6 km.   
 

Table B.3: The results of the origin identifications of JAXA-d0044, JAXA-d0045, and JAXA-d0046 
Object name Parent object Inclination vector Pinch point Geocentric distance 

JAXA-d0044 1977-092A Poor Poor Poor 
1973-040B Poor Poor Poor 

JAXA-d0045 1975-118C Poor Poor Poor 
JAXA-d0046 1979-087A Good Good Good 

 
 

 
Figure B.2: The inclination vectors (i cos Ω , i sin Ω) of 1979-087A and JAXA-d0046 at the breakup epoch of 

1979-087A 
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Figure B.3: The pinch point of 1979-087A and the intersection of the orbits of 1979-087A and JAXA-d0046 

 
 

APPENDIX C.  Review of the proposed strategy 
 
This appendix reviews the proposed search strategy by comparing the predicted motion with 1968-081E 
catalogued fragments. Twenty-eight objects (1968-081G – 081AK) released from the 1968-081E breakup are 
now being tracked by Space Surveillance Network (SSN).  Figure C.1 shows the motions of the catalogued 
objects and the predicted motion of the observation point at the epoch x15300 was detected.  All the orbits of 
catalogued fragments except 1968-081X were in the FOV then.  Noted that the inclination vector of 
1968-081X at the breakup epoch shows different feature from other known fragments.  Almost fragments are 
near the most likely motion, but some fragments, for example, 1968-081V, 081AC and 081AE are a little far 
from the motion just like x15300.  The feature of the motion does not always match with the most likely 
motion even if the features of the orbit well match with the parent object.   
 

 
Figure C.1: The motions of 1968-081E catalogued fragments and the predicted motion at the detection epoch of 

x15300 
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APPENDIX D. Other results of origin identification of 1968-081E observation campaign 
 
This section shows the other results of origin identification of uncorrelated objects detected in 1968-081E 
observation.  Figures D.1 – D.5 represent the results of the analysis of each uncorrelated object.  These 
objects were associated with each parent object at least in terms of the inclination vectors but finally were not 
correlated with the parents because of the features of radii.  

 
 

 
 

 
Figure D.1.  The origin identification of x15264 with 1967-066G 
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Figure D.2.  The origin identification of x15426 with 1967-066G 
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Figure D.3.  The origin identification of x15430 with 1973-040B 
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Figure D.4.  The origin identification of x15438 with 1977-092A  
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Figure D.5.  The origin identification of x15438 with 1975-118C 
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Figure D.6.  The origin identification of x15438 with 1968-081E  
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